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Quiz: How well do you know the movie "It"?

  

  1. Who wrote the poem for Beverly?

Eds

Ben

Bill

2. What was Eddie's last name?

Tosier

Kaspbrak

Marsh
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3. What was the name of the Negro?

Bill

Ben

Mike

4. How old were the guys?

13

12

16

5. What did Bev and Bill do at the end of the movie?

They kissed

Played at the arcade together

They fought

6. What color was Beverly's hair?

Blond

Red

Blond

7. What did Georgie say in the basement to Bill?

You too will fly, you too will fly!

You'll float too, you'll float too!

You too will run, you too will run!

8. Who's the big joke?

Bill

Stan

Richie

9. What was the clown's name?
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Pennywise

Lucas

Dustin

10. Who was Tozier joking about?

Eddie's mom

Beverly's daddy

About the clown
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Quiz: How well do you know the movie "It"?

Right answers

  1. Who wrote the poem for Beverly?
  Ben
  2. What was Eddie's last name?
  Kaspbrak
  3. What was the name of the Negro?
  Mike
  4. How old were the guys?
  13
  5. What did Bev and Bill do at the end of the movie?
  They kissed
  6. What color was Beverly's hair?
  Red
  7. What did Georgie say in the basement to Bill?
  You too will fly, you too will fly!
  8. Who's the big joke?
  Richie
  9. What was the clown's name?
  Pennywise
  10. Who was Tozier joking about?
  Eddie's mom
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